 
Webinar: Digital Shelf Analytics: 5 tips for your e-commerce success
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 Develop accurate, engaging content-Core, Optimized, CGI, & more
 
  Manage
 Efficiently manage & govern your data with integrated PIM, MDM & DAM
 
  Syndicate
 Publish to the largest global recipient network, including GDSN, UDI, & more
 

  Engage
 Convert customers with enhanced content & immersive experience
 
  Optimize
 Close the loop & boost content integrity with detailed analytics
 
  Content Servicing
 Professional content management service at your fingertips.
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 What is Product Information Management (PIM)?
 Read more
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 Is your product data delivering? Find out in The State of Product Content 2023
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 How Cub Quickly Stocked Its Built-From-Scratch Digital Supermarket with Comprehensive Content
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Data Unlocked.
Potential Unleashed.™
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Trusted by 14,000+ Leading Brands & Retailers Worldwide.
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Future-Proof
Your Product Experience
Syndigo is the first cloud-native solution that is purpose-built to deliver exceptional experiences across organizations, domains, and customers. 
Request a demo to learn more
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 Syndigo


 Win every shelf with continuous optimization
 Rapidly assess and modify content to optimize performance using Syndigo’s unique integration of analytics throughout the entire product lifecycle.

 [image: Master Data Management]
 Control all content and data flows at every point
 Our comprehensive platform connects every aspect of the data and content lifecycle, so you gain efficiency, visibility and control from creation to sale.
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 Harness exponential data growth
 Manage the continual flow of information with a complete solution. Syndigo starts with a leading Master Data Management configuration that connects product, customer, and location domains with the means to scale.
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 Exactly what you need–with no trade-offs
 Internal data governance, effective content delivery, plus performance feedback and optimization, all in one. Regardless of company role, content type, domain, or industry vertical, we’re the only solution needed.
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Industry leaders Trust Us
Internal data governance, effective content delivery, plus performance feedback and optimization, all in one. Regardless of company role, content type, domain, or industry vertical, we’re the only solution needed.
Get it All
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How to Win with Syndigo
 Create and Ingest Great Content


 Manage and Govern High-Quality Data


 Syndicate and Distribute Content Anywhere


 Build Engaging Customer Experiences


 Optimize Product Content Using Analytics
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 Create and Ingest Great Content
 Create accurate, engaging product content. Whether Syndigo creates the content or integrates brand-developed content, it will be fit for publishing on any channel. We enrich, verify and ensure consistency across channels.
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  Take A Product Tour   Get it All 
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 Manage and Govern High-Quality Data
 Connect multiple data domains—including customer, location, and product—both internally and externally. Syndigo can create your MDM, PIM or DAM solution for improved coordination, management and governance across your organization.
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  Take A Product Tour   Learn About Manage and Govern 
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 Syndicate and Distribute Content Anywhere
 Seamlessly share data among trading partners. Tap into a retailer network of 1,750+ recipients, plus a marketplace of verified content, and nearly endless possibilities for custom distributions.
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  Take A Product Tour   Learn About Syndication 
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 Build Engaging Customer Experiences
 Deliver Enhanced Content and in-store experiences that engage shoppers and drive sales. Adding Engaging Hero content, comparison charts, lifestyle imagery, and more changes the game. Studies show a 30% average lift in add-to-cart rates when using Enhanced Content.
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  Take A Product Tour   Learn About Engaging Customers 
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 Optimize Product Content Using Analytics
 Monitor and improve product content using our eCommerce Analytics and custom reports. Easily discover which content has the greatest impact on customer behavior and make rapid improvements in content to increase engagement.
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  Take A Product Tour   Learn About Content Optimization 




The only omnichannel solution
Manage the continual flow of information with a complete solution. Syndigo starts with a leading Master Data Management configuration that connects product, customer, and location domains with the means to scale.
Request a demo to Learn More


14,000+
Global Brands And Manufacturers

1,750+
Global Recipients Connections


1M
Daily Data
Quality Checks

330M+
Assets
Published
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 Things like hotspots, things like product tours, new carousels, below the fold experiences, videos…it just makes the whole experience of buying something online that much more reassuring, and you feel confident you’re getting the product you want.
 Courtney Cheevers
 Digital Content Specialist
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 I’m a big fan of Syndigo’s UX, it’s powerful and intuitive.
We have also had great internal support from the Syndigo team, I appreciate that our feedback on certain things has been solicited and overall, it’s been positive.
 Holly Pitel
 Digital Shelf Analyst
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 Selecting Syndigo with its future proof PIM, eliminated the risk of a disruptive and costly upgrade later.
 Alex Ives
 Head of Business & Enterprise Architecture
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 We’ve chosen to use Syndigo (formerly Riversand) PIM as the backbone of our product information, serving different custom-built tools with structured product information. With Syndigo PIM, we’ve removed data inconsistencies and can introduce new products in a structured way with workflows that fit our needs.
 Peter Kjellman
 Product Manager for Internal Tools
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 Stora Enso, a leading renewable materials company, successfully implemented Syndigo MDM’s CX360 offering, gaining valuable insights of customers and suppliers. The integration with Dun & Bradstreet improved data validation and reconciliation. The implementation of the MVP resulted in enriched data blocks, reduced data inconsistency and visually appealing representation of corporate hierarchies.
 Moncef Gharbi
 Director, Finance Excellence
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 Syndigo is a tool that enables us to optimize data recording and control. The quality of product data and supplier data is essential to our good operation. It also makes it possible to provide the documents or images required for everyone’s work without burdening our information systems architecture.
 Anne-Laure Portrait
 Referential Manager
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 Syndigo has a broad view on the markets, on the trends, on how other multinational brands like us are handing this so they can bring in lessons learned and best practices on how we can really achieve our vision.
 Christian Beckers
 Global Digital Program Lead, PXM
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 Since implementing Syndigo, we have eliminated data inconsistencies by leveraging rules and artificial intelligence,” Trond said. “In addition, while hours spent by our teams on data manipulation tasks have been reduced by 60%, BAMA can introduce new products to the market 70% faster than before. We are extremely satisfied, and we are looking to see what else we can achieve with Syndigo’s flexible, yet robust and future-proof solution.
 Trond Vidar Aske
 CIO
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 eBook
 What is Master Data Management?
 Read More
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 Ebook
 What is Product Information Management (PIM)?
 Read More
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 Guide
 Enhanced Content 101
 Read More
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Join the Largest, Global Two-sided Network of Brands + Recipients
Request a demo to Get Started
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